
About Sanborn
Sanborn is a 21st century industry leader in geospatial solutions and technology, offering superior services, program management, and customer support. For our clients we provide a national 
presence, extensive resources, quick responses, and exceptional value. For over a century, we have been a leader in the rapidly growing geospatial industry, with successful projects delivered 
worldwide. For more information, visit us online at www.sanborn.com, or call 1.866.726.2676 to speak with a representative.

Sanborn is a Service Partner within the Google Cloud Platform Partner Program. Google Cloud Platform is a set of 
modular cloud-based services that allow you to create anything from simple websites to complex applications. We 
have a team of Google Qualified Cloud Platform developers fully certified in five disciplines critical for building 
effective client solutions. Sanborn can provide Google Cloud services and solutions to help clients build and run 
geospatial applications to store / access data from the same infrastructure that allows Google to return billions of 
search results in milliseconds.

Building business solutions on Google’s cloud platform allows Sanborn to eliminate concerns about future scalability 
and lack of infrastructure. As a Google Cloud Platform Channel Partner, Sanborn helps clients design, develop and 
manage new cloud-based solutions. Customers benefit by engaging with Sanborn as a result of our investment in 
developing the skills needed to build these powerful new solutions on top of Google’s Cloud Platform.

Custom Software Solutions for Geospatial Information Needs
Google Cloud / Google Maps API
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Sanborn Google Certified Developers Can Build Client 
Solutions Leveraging:

 Google Cloud Storage    Google Big Query   

 Google App Engine    Google Compute Engine

 Google Cloud SQL

Sanborn Google Cloud Services Include:

 Application Services    Platform as a service  

 Virtual machines     Object storage

 Big data solutions

Google Cloud Platform Products 
Enable Sanborn Customers to 
Implement: 

 Cloud Storage Solutions: such as high-end backup 
and recovery, using Google Cloud Storage with Service 
Level Agreements that include guaranteed monthly 
uptime that’s greater than 99%.

 Cloud App Solutions: such as web-based analysis, 
assessment, and visualization apps and websites, 
using Google App Engine and Google Cloud SQL.

 Large-Scale Computing Solutions: using Google 
Compute Engine.


